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THE BALMORAL BEACH CLUB LIMITED
ABN 79 000 016 633
Established 12th February 1914
Incorporated 2nd June 1926 

The Balmoral Beach Club is registered as a company under the Corporations Law. Members of the Club’s Committee of 
Management are all company directors, under the Corporations Law.

The following report is to be read in conjunction with the Balmoral Beach Club Limited Financial Report for the year 
ended 30 April 2021, which is available for download here.
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Company Directors
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS OF THE COMMITTEE  
OF MANAGEMENT

PRESIDENT - Cathy Mackay
HON SECRETARY - Garry O’Sullivan
HON TREASURER - David Hosking
CAPTAIN - Traicha Jandera

STATUS OF THE BALMORAL BEACH CLUB

The Balmoral Beach Club Limited is incorporated 
as a public company, limited by guarantee under 
the Corporations Law. The company is a non-
profit organisation.

REGISTERED OFFICE

Edney Ryan Group
Level 2 357 Military Road
Mosman NSW 2088

ORDINARY MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE  
OF MANAGEMENT

Andrew Bremner
Julie Coates
Karen Panaretto 
Ian Phillipps 
Stephen Ryan

PATRON - John Bagnall
HON CLUB SOLICITOR - James Boynton
AUDITOR - Grant Thornton Audit Pty Ltd
BANKERS - National Australia Bank

COMPANY DIRECTORS //
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FINANCE
Stephen Ryan - Convenor
Nicola Boustred
Phil Gardner 
David Hosking – Board Representative
Rob Johnson
James Marshall 
  
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Craig McGrory -Convenor
Lynda Bartlett
Allan Bolton
Jackie Bourn
Barry Feyder
Alan McCartney
Garry O’Sullivan – Board Representative

ARCHIVES 
Jackie Bourn - Convenor
Jon Attwater
Meredith Aveling
Denise Elder
Yvonne FitzSimons
Garry O’Sullivan -Board Representative

MEMBERSHIP
Jeanette Adams - Convenor
Duncan Adams
Meredith Aveling
Julie Coates – Board Representative
Sharna Hinchliff
Clive Mancey
Rachel Orpin

FACILITIES & MAINTENANCE
Ian Phillipps - Convenor
Ross Boakes
Rob Johnson
Duncan McAllan

USE OF CLUB & SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
Karen Panaretto - Convenor
Jon Attwater
Bronwyn Boakes
Alison Maunder
Liz Turbott
Howard Wood

SPORTS
Traicha Jandera - Convenor
James Arnold
Terry Carroll
Chris Mortensen
Chris Webb

COMMUNICATIONS
Garry O’Sullivan - Convenor
Allan Bolton
Cathy Mackay

RISK
Andy Bremner - Convenor
James Boynton
Greg Mackay
Ian Phillipps
Ben Pike
Dr Liz Swinburn

LIFE MEMBERS
Vivienne Anderson | Robert Bagnall OAM (Vale 
July 2021) | Jenny Bray | Jacqueline Bourn | 
Terence Carroll | Brian Davidson | Christopher 
Deane | Peter Ellis | William Friend (Vale 
November 2020) | Terry Gilchrist | Robert 
Johnson | Martin McRobert | Peter MacCormick 
OAM | Peter Ridout | Robert Segært | Brian 
Thornton.

SUB-COMMITTEES //

Sub-Committees
May 2020 to April 2021

The sub-committees of the Club comprise at least one member of the Committee of Management (The Board) 
and other Club members.  The President is an ex-officio member of all sub-committees. The following sub-
committees were active in 2020/2021:
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all members who requested them was a massive task that was 
done expediently and efficiently particularly given what we 
now know…. members don’t read (no-one reads) their BBC 
emails!!!

By the end of November, the Club appeared in great shape 
with the Masters Race and the Charm 500 back on the 
weekend calendar, along with weekend breakfasts back in the 
Top Room and everyone relaxing into the new rhythm of the 
Club. Nippers had been re-imagined and was up and running 
thanks to some clever thinking and procedures from Ben Pike. 
Communications were working well, with the BBC Update and 
the website providing all necessary information.  Only thing 
needed to make the Club feel like itself again was a really 
good party.  Well, I can vouch for all those that attended the 
Captain’s Dinner on 13th November, that it was a great party, 
one that probably won’t ever be replicated or surpassed! 
Thanks must go to Karen Panaretto who worked with Jenny 
Hole and her team to make it the night that it was! 

December arrived with the usual murmurings of Christmas 
celebrations and Summer of Fun planning.  Terry Carroll had 
his COVID-safe SOF plan approved and ready to go. Normal 
was looking achievable! Then the Northern Beaches COVID-19 
outbreak and lockdown threw all of NSW’s plans into chaos.  
The Club’s plans were no exception.  After many back-to-
back daily Board meetings, it was decided that although the 
Club could remain open for casual use by members only, all 
organised activities including SOF, the Franki Biathalon and 
Christmas races would be cancelled.  It was a hard message 
to deliver to the membership on the 23rd December.  Thank 
you to all Board members, volunteers and sub-committee 
convenors who made themselves available at such a busy 
time of the year to ensure the Club was compliant and that 
our members were safe.  Not really the Christmas and New 
Year we had all envisioned and hoped for.
Thankfully January 16th saw the return of activities at the 
Club and things were again on the right path to the Club’s 
“new normal” for the New Year.  The recovery from the 
unbelievable lightning strike that hit the Club on the 6th 
January was almost complete.  The strike took out the Club’s 
security control systems, the BBC computer, door access, the 
NBN and all security cameras. You just couldn’t make up this 
stuff!!

The following months that made up the first half of 2021 
really can be summarised as a roller-coaster ride. Planned 
activities and events were on, then off, then postponed or 
then cancelled.  The Erik Mather 2/4/6 was swiftly organised 
and successfully held on February 13 with no alterations. 
The Balmoral Swim for Cancer was not so fortunate.  It was 

With my first COVID-19 vaccination jab just completed 
I thought there was no better time to sit down and 

reflect on the year we have had since I wrote my report for 
last year’s Annual Report.

It’s hard not to look back over the Club’s last 12 months and 
wish that things could have been easier or better.  However, I’d 
like to look back and focus on all that has been achieved and 
managed, despite the difficult circumstances.

The second half of 2020 for the BBC was definitely governed 
by the ever-changing COVID-19 policies handed down by NSW 
Government.  As a Board, we were continually attempting to 
adapt our procedures and Club arrangements to fit in with the 
rules and regulations whilst trying to provide as much access 
for members to their Club as possible.  We wanted to fulfil the 
promise of finding the Club’s “new normal” together.

Adapt and change we did!!

Firstly, an AGM held via Zoom, where we welcomed 2 new 
Board members, Ian Phillipps and Stephen Ryan.  They have 
slotted into their roles seamlessly, although Ian now dreads 
members approaching him at the Club, as it’s usually another 
maintenance job for him to attend to.

The rest of September had the IT Committee working 
feverishly to solve the issue of rolling out individual PIN codes 
to all members, using the wristband trial as a precursor. 
Change-rooms were being happily used, after “bag drop” in 
the Courtyard and all swimmers were getting the hang of the 
new arrangements.  BBQs and Club areas were again being 
enjoyed, using a table booking system and the outlook for 
increased activities and access was, all of a sudden, very 
attainable!

October saw the initial introduction of member PIN Codes, 
QR codes and a return to Club racing, with guidance from 
the newly formed COVID-Safe Committee headed by Andy 
Bremner, and some creative thinking from all. The Sports 
Committee successfully held COVID-safe weekend races for all 
members to enjoy. New Member Induction nights were held 
by Zoom, with new members happy to join the Club even with 
the continued restrictions. We were getting back on track!!

With contact tracing still being a legal requirement that was 
going to be with us for the long haul, individual PIN Codes for 
all members were now essential.  After days of work by Garry 
O’Sullivan, Jackie Bourn and Al Bolton, the Club changed 
over to PIN ONLY access on 2nd November.  Huge thanks must 
go to these individuals who managed what they comically 
referred to as the “BBC PIN-DEMIC”.  Rolling out PIN codes to 
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Balmoral was a long way from Manhattan but I think she 
brought a touch of that NY state of mind and glamour to the 
BBC.

I have been called a number of things in my life so far…
daughter, wife, mother. Recently, though, my husband 
referred to me as an “aquaphile” and I have to say I’m 
pretty happy with that moniker. It is in fact one of the nicest 
things he could have said about me as it shows his keen 
understanding of my continually growing affinity with the 
ocean.

It is this “oneness with the ocean” that led me on my journey 
with the Beach Club and what a great journey it has been.  It’s 
not over yet as I intend to be like one of the current 80 year 
olds that still swim in the races and enjoy the camaraderie and 
friendships that the BBC encourages and enables.  However 
my time as President has come to an end, as I step down after 
4 years as President and 6 years on the Board. I have to say, 
It’s been a rewarding and challenging ride.

I would like to take this opportunity to say thank you to all the 
members who have been supporters over this time.  Being 
elected as the first female President was a real honour and 
I have learnt so much and gained a greater understanding 
of what makes the BBC the fabulous and unique Club it is. 
Working with the other Board members has been a terrific 
experience and I have greatly appreciated their knowledge, 
enthusiasm and guidance.  Thank you to all of them.

Good Luck to Duncan Adams, my successor and to the other 
new members of the Board.  Duncan is well known to all 
at the Club and I’m sure will bring the same determination 
and vitality to this role, as he did to swimming the English 
Channel.

I’ll see you all in the ocean!

planned to run over 3 weekends to make it COVID-safe but had 
2 weekends postponed due to poor water quality.  It finally 
reached a successful completion on 1st May.  A massive effort 
from all the Club volunteers!

Club swims and events including the Jack Cox were also 
affected as severe rain storms created huge seas and poor 
water quality.  And we all thought 2021 was meant to better 
than 2020!!

Although we were acting tentatively, it felt great to be able 
to relax Club restrictions as Government regulations eased 
again. No-one was happier than me to see the end of shower 
tokens and re-claiming the courtyard when the final tent came 
down when bag drop was abandoned!!  Tables no longer had 
to be booked, visitors were once again encouraged and most 
members had committed their PINs to memory.

Finally, in time for cooler temperatures, all the showers were 
back in action, with tap handles replaced.  We had all come 
so far.  A few hiccups on the way, with some stern emails 
and a couple of sanctions, but overall I think the Club and its 
members were beginning to get that “normal” feeling again.  
In last year’s report I promised that we would try to find the 
Club’s “new normal” together and I believed we were well on 
the way to having done just that!!

But alas normality was rebuked as the Delta strain of COVID-19 
hit Sydney and Greater Sydney was thrust into lockdown.  
The Club was closed on 26th June, in line with the “stay at 
home” orders of NSW Health.  We are still in lockdown as I 
write and although the end of lockdown has been marked 
on the calendar for the end of August, things are not looking 
great as COVID cases in the community continue to rise.  
Fingers crossed we will all be released in the not-too-distant 
future and the Club can be re-opened and the promised “new 
normal” re-instated!

There are always so many people to thank in this Club run 
by volunteers.  To all volunteers, sub-committee members 
and convenors, I say thank you for giving your time and effort 
over the last year. However special thanks must go to David 
Hosking, Karen Panaretto and Traicha Jandera for all their 
service to the Club over their years on the Board as they retire 
from their positions this year.

David’s 7 years on the Board sees him vacate the Treasurer’s 
role in line with the term limits set by the Club’s constitution. 
David must be congratulated, as he has done an outstanding 
job keeping control of the Club’s budget and financials as well 
as being a great contributor to all Club decisions.

Traicha is stepping down from her role as Club Captain, which 
she has held since 2017. Her smiling greeting and welcome 
will be greatly missed on the wall on the weekends.  I can only 
guess that her role as mother to the next wave of professional 
tennis players will keep her weekends as busy as usual.

Karen wasn’t sure what she had signed herself up for when 
she stepped off the plane from living in NYC and joined the 
BBC Board, looking after Use of Club, in 2016.  Her style 
and flair has revolutionised the Club’s apparel and her 
organisational skills for all Club events has been outstanding.  

PRESIDENT’S REPORT //

Cathy Mackay 
PRESIDENT
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fought hard over the Sunday summer races, but Monica 
Richard was not going to let him take out the first spot on his 
own; they jointly won the Sunday summer point score and, 
along with Craig McGory, the three of them won the Easter 
Cup.  

Charm Frend and her charming swimmers celebrated 5 
years of the Charm 500 in December 2020 - such a wonderful 
achievement for Charm and fantastic addition to the BBC 
swimming events.  Charm has encouraged so many to get in 
the water and give a race a go.

All of our sporting events are supported by a large crew; Gerry 
Elkan, Roger FitzSimons, Jane Barnes, Mary Wilson, Greta 
Davis, Rhonda Johnson, Rosslyn Skinner, Jon Attwater and 
Denise Elder.  We are very grateful for the time these members 
give to the Club so that our events can be held.

After 4 years as Vice-Captain and 3 years as Captain, the time 
has come for me to step down and hand over to the role to 
Jimmy Arnold, the current Vice-Captain.  Jimmy brings to the 
role extensive surf lifesaving experience, quick wit and lots 
of charm.  My children’s own sporting pursuits are putting 
greater demands on our family, so my time and focus is 
needed there.  It has been a pleasure and honour to hold the 
BBC roles of Vice-Captain and Captain and to serve on the BBC 
Board.  So, it is farewell from me and thankyou to all for giving 
me the pleasure of being your Captain.

Presentation day 2020/21, Sunday 20th May 2021, the sun 
was shining, trophies sparkling and happy swimmers 

drinking hot chocolates and eating croissants.  This was 
a morning that I was delighted that we were able to hold, 
given we had 3 false starts and missed the day altogether 
last year.  We were able to present 27 trophies along with 
series winners over the Saturday and Sunday race programs.  
This number fell way short of the number of trophies that 
we usually present; however at times we were concerned if 
we would get to 27.

We had a great start to 2020, then COVID hit us. I was hopeful 
that our events would resume towards the end of the year 
and, luckily, we were able to, although we did have a few 
hiccups over the season that caused the cancellation of some 
events.  Now, in August 2021, we are in another lockdown that 
looks like will continue until September.  Let’s hope we can 
have a full summer 2021/22 season.

We celebrated the start of the Summer 2020/21 season with a 
raunchy Captains Dinner, where we all let go of our inhibitions 
and enjoyed being able to party once more.  In my report last 
year I commented that I hoped we would be kicking up our 
heels at the 2020 Captain’s Function and, thanks to Karen 
Panaretto and her team, we certainly did that, just wishing we 
could dance and sing along with the Skyqueenz. Curse COVID!

At that function we thanked Terry Carroll for his 25 years of 
service to the Sports Committee in  single-handedly running 
the Saturday races.  Terry continues to run our public holiday 
program and, fingers crossed, the 2021 Summer of Fun.  
Jeanette Adams has very smoothly stepped into Terry’s large 
shoes and filled them very quickly.  What a huge year Jeanette 
has had so far, in also winning the combined Jack Cox and 
Anzac Cup and not to forget Terry’s Corona Cup.

After many years of putting up with our complaints about 
our handicapper, Tony Smuts has brought in John Hibbett 
to shelter our blows and allow him some reprieve.  Lynda 
Bartlett has joined Marg Carney and Andy Bremner to do the 
point scores and to assist Charm.

The Masters race has been dominated by the ladies and 
the top 3 for the Master’s summer point score were 1st Eve 
Bagnall, 2nd Moira Williams, 3rd Roslin Murphy.  Michael 
Lawrence-Slater wasn’t going to let the ladies take all the 
trophies, so he took out the Barry Rutter Masters Series.
Chris Webb was able to hold 4 athletics events and Oliver 
Davey won them all.  Ollie put in some hard, solid training 
sessions and took out the Martin McRobert Palm to Whale 
Trophy.

Tim Anderson would be very proud to know that young Lucy 
Rudd swam a great race and now has her name on Tim’s 
trophy; her brother Daniel won it last year.  Martin Quinn 

Traicha Jandera 
CAPTAIN
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This is the first year that there is a separate report 
from the Club Secretary. As the Secretary is 

responsible for Club communications, this report 
replaces the Communications Reports of previous years.  
The role of Secretary is one of four Executive roles on 
the Club’s Board of nine members, the others being  
President, Treasurer and Captain. 

Before commencing the Secretary’s Report, I  would like 
to welcome Craig McGrory as Convenor of the Club’s 
IT Committee. Craig takes over the leadership of the 
team from Barry Feyder. Barry has very ably led the IT 
Committee since 2012, during which time he has provided  
outstanding leadership to the team and service to the 
Club. We look forward to Barry’s continuing contribution 
to the ever-changing IT environment at the Club, as an IT 
team member. 

The past 18 months at the Club has been unusual, to 
say the least. In a normal world, changes to systems, 
processes and rules at the Club are planned well in 
advance. Not this year! Since March 2020,  we have tackled 
unique problems and come up with innovative solutions, 
to keep the Club open and the operating costs as low as 
possible. I would like to give you a glimpse of what has 
been happening behind the scenes and to acknowledge a 
number of individuals, who have contributed enormously 
to the effort.

SMS to Members: At the end of March 2020, NSW Health 
regulations forced us to close the Club, without notice. 
A Board decision taken at 6pm on Sunday, was in effect 
from 5am the following morning. We had no mechanism, 
other than email, to advise members. Members arrived 
to find signs on the doors “CLUB CLOSED”. Learning from 
this, we quickly found a way to add SMS capability to 
our administration system, to get urgent messages to 
members quickly. 

Universal PIN access: When the Club re-opened at 
the end of June, 2020, we were faced with the legal 
requirement to record contact details of every person 
entering the Club. While we staffed the Club entrance 
for limited hours, at very high cost, manually recording 
details, we worked furiously in the background, to find a 
way to automate the recording process. The obvious way 
was individual door codes for members, but our access 
control system was not set up to support this, so we faced 
an enormous challenge. We eventually found a solution, 
which involved finding second-hand circuit boards for our 
system, on eBay! We then faced two further challenges – 
implementing a new entry process and communicating 

the change to the membership. The latter proved more 
challenging than the former, but by early November, we 
were able to introduce “PIN-only” entry to the Club and 
extend opening hours. Over the ensuing months, members 
learnt how to access and update their details on the Club 
portal and adapted to the need to always “PIN in”, even 
if the gate was open. Many members received support 
along the way from IT, the PIN setup team and from Club 
Administration.

Visitor Registration: While PINs solved our member 
access issue, we were left with the need to move away 
from our traditional paper Visitors Book. The problem 
here was that the Club would have no access to the data, if 
we used the Service NSW App. Our solution, approved by 
NSW Health, was the development of our own QR Check-
In system. This system also allows us to associate visitors 
with members, for visitor fee purposes. (The Top Room 
uses the Service NSW App)

Monitoring: To improve security when the Club closed 
in March 2020, we installed a number of video cameras 
around the Club. When we introduced PIN-only entry in 
November, these cameras proved invaluable in helping us 
encourage members to do the right thing. Cross-checking 
video records with PIN entry records was a massive task, 
requiring hours of work for every day the Club was open. 
In the early days, quite a few members received a friendly 
reminder from The Monitoring Team, but the effort has 
paid off. We now have very high compliance and are 
confident we can meet the stringent requirements of NSW 
Health, for contact-tracing information. Thank you to all 
our members for your cooperation.

The Zoom AGM: With a limit of 18 people in the Club Top 
Room, we decided to hold a “hybrid” Annual General 
Meeting, in late September 2020. Two Club members, Allan 
Bolton and Clive Mancey, worked with me for many hours, 
to set up, test and conduct our first Zoom/live AGM. It was 
a great success.

The Lightning Strike: On night of  5th January, the Club 
suffered from a severe lightning event nearby. Our security 
system, our Internet equipment, the Club computer and 
the information kiosk, were all damaged by the power 
surge. Fortunately, I received an “offline” warning from 
the cloud-service of our video cameras and was able 
to be present to let members in at 5AM on 6th! Without 
the security system, our COVID tracing was gone, so it 
was back to manual sign-in. We got the security system 
restored within 24 hours, but full recovery from the event 
took some weeks.
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SECRETARY’S REPORT //

IRONMAN COMPETITORS

Communicating with Members: There has never been 
a more critical year for member communications. Email 
became the lifeline which kept members in touch with 
what was, and wasn’t, happening at the Club. In spite of 
much reduced activity at the Club, the Franki kept rolling 
off the press, albeit only as the online version for some 
editions. The weekly BBC Update was augmented with 
emails from the President and from me, on issues which 
were either too important or too urgent, to wait for the 
regular Thursday member update.  SMS allowed us to 
alert members to urgent emails and last-minute event 
cancellations. I also created and laminated over 100 signs 
to be put up around the Club. 

The Annual Report

This year, the colour Annual Report delivered to members 
as a web-based presentation only. This follows the very 
successful introduction of the web version last year. This 
new format provides a much richer reading experience, 
allowing us to include more photos and material from our 
extensive Archives. 

The Team

None of the innovations or crisis responses I have outlined 
could have been achieved without the extraordinary 
efforts of a small team of individuals.
 
Graham Brown, our Administrative Officer, has dealt 
with the Club’s day-to-day matters very  efficiently, as 
always. This year, Graham has assisted us and members 
in changing over to the new PIN system and in answering 
the many queries from members about the changing 
rules about visitors, table bookings and a range of other 
matters. 

Pip Coates and Tony Smuts continued to deliver 
interesting editions of the Franki newsletter, writing 
fascinating members profiles, as well as informative and 
amusing reports on the limited activities at the Club. The 
results of Pip and Tony’s work is much appreciated by the 
membership.

Allan Bolton has again provided outstanding IT support 
to the Board and to our members. The demands on Allan 
this year have been huge. It was he who coined the term 
“PINDEMIC” to describe the flood of requests for help from 
members. He created our Club QR Check-In system. Allan 
has also provided extensive and invaluable assistance 
to me in the Communications function, from preparing 
the regular BBC Updates, to getting urgent emails out 
to members. Allan is responsible for the design and 
production of the Club’s web-based Annual Report. It is 
here that Allan’s creative skills really go on show!

Jackie Bourn has been involved in every one of the 
areas I have outlined above. Jackie has contributed 
countless hours to implementation of the new access 
control arrangements, from upgrading the system itself, 
to ensuring we account for virtually every person who 
enters our Club, whether member of visitor. Jackie added 

the SMS function to our administrative system. As Club 
Archivist, Jackie is a major contributor to the photographic 
and archival content of the Annual Report. To loosely 
paraphrase Baroness Orczy, in “The Scarlet Pimpernel”:
They see her here, they see her there
The members see her everywhere
Does she not get tired or worn?
That awesome worker, Jackie Bourn

To all the team, I express my sincerest thanks. It’s been a 
rollercoaster year! 

There are two other individuals, whom I would like to 
acknowledge. 

Club member, Jim Boynton, is our Honorary Solicitor. 
Jim is every-ready to provide the wise counsel we need to 
manage a public entity, with over 2200 members. In any 
year, the Club solicitor is called on a number of times. This 
year has been extraordinary, because of the ever-changing 
COVID regulations. Jim has provided invaluable advice to 
the Board, as we have navigated these totally uncharted 
waters. Thank you Jim.

And so to our retiring President, Cathy Mackay. Cathy 
took on the presidency in August 2017, with a clear caveat 
- three years in the role.  COVID doesn’t acknowledge 
caveats and the ship needed a steady hand at the helm, 
over the past year. It has been a very great privilege to 
work with Cathy over my 5 years on the Board. For four of 
those, Cathy has been President. With the pace of events 
concerning COVID, much has fallen to the President and 
Secretary to initiate and see through. It has been an 
absolute pleasure to work with Cathy. 

Thank you, Cathy, for the leadership you have shown 
throughout your Presidency and especially during these 
challenging COVID times. We will miss you on the Board. 

GARRY O’SULLIVAN 
HON. SECRETARY AND COMMUNICATIONS CONVENOR
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The Consolidated deficit for the year was $74,748. Included in the Consolidated Financial Performance are the 
results of both BBC (“The Club”) and BBC Events. For transparency, these are separated as follows: 

BBC CONSOLIDATED BBC EVENTS BBC 

Income ($’000) $980 $229 $751

Expenses ($’000) ($1,055) ($322) ($733)

Surplus / (Deficit) for the Year ($’000) ($75) ($93) $18

BBC CONSOLIDATED BBC

Reported Surplus (Deficit) for the year ended 30 April 2021 ($74,748) $17,806

Add Joining Fees Received $114,222 $114,222

Less Joining Fees Recognised ($12,374) ($12,374)

Underlying Surplus for the year ended 30 April 2021 $27,060 $119,654

Year on year comparisons are distorted due to the 
impact of COVID 19. The 2020 results reflected the 
sharp fall in investment returns, which have more 
than recovered in 2021. Further, the premises and 
all activities were closed for three months from late 
March to comply with the NSW Government’s Public 
Health Order. In light of this closure, running costs were 
lower for the full year offset by annual subscriptions 

which were correspondingly reduced by 25% across all 
membership categories for the year ended 30 April 2021.

As previously reported, the Finance Committee 
developed the following financial principles which were 
endorsed by the Board. Set out below is our assessment 
for the year ended 30 April 2021:

BBC Events includes the financial results of the Nippers, Balmoral Swim and 2/4/6 Swim. BBC Events recorded a 
deficit of $92,554. This deficit is in line with expectation as it was decided to waive the registration fee for the 2021 
season given the uncertainty and restrictions due to COVID. Once a program was established, the usual running 
costs (safety, training, website, depreciation etc) were incurred. The decision not to charge participants was made 
possible by the accumulation of surpluses in prior years. There is no concern with the underlying solvency of BBC 
Events as a retained surplus has been accumulated since the establishment of the entity.

The Club recorded a Net Surplus for the year ending 30 April 2021 of $17,806. This includes the impact of The Club 
being required to adopt a new Accounting Standard (AASB 15) in relation to the new members joining fee. There is 
no concern with the solvency or underlying earnings of the Club. The Underlying Surplus is $119,654 and to assist 
the Members, set out below is the Underlying Surplus pre the adoption of the Standard:
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FINANCE & INVESTMENT //

PRINCIPLE STATUS COMMENT

1 Annual member fees should cover 
operating expenditure including normalized 
depreciation charge. Normalized 
depreciation charge is depreciation on Non- 
Building Improvements, including IT, Plant 
and Equipment, Furniture and Fittings etc.

Met Fees for the year ended 30 April 2021 were 
reduced by 25% in anticipation of an extended 
closure of the Club

2 Building Fund to be used to fund major 
refurbishments/rebuild

Met Not applicable as no refurbishments works for 
the year ended 30 April 2021. 

3 Joining fees and donations to be applied 
direct to the Building Fund

Met $109k of joining fees were transferred for the year 
ended 30 April 2021.  A further $5k was received 
later in the year and will be transferred in the 
2022 year.  

4 The Club should have no debt- what we can’t 
fund ourselves we don’t do

Met The Club has no debt.

5 The Building Fund to not fall below $1.06m 
(baseline value: $1m at April 2018, indexed to 
the greater of CPI or 3%pa)

Met The BBC Sinking Fund recovered from the fallout 
from COVID 19 on capital markets as well as 
receiving contributions from New Members.

6 The Building Fund to have external 
independent investment management

Met Apt Partners

7 The Club to have independent professional 
auditors.

Met Grant Thornton

8 The Club to have appropriate financial 
collaboration with BBC Events re annual 
accounts, insurances and other financial 
matters.

Met The BBC Board and sub-committees works with 
BBC Events on the preparation and finalisation of 
the Accounts and corporate insurances.

9 Where a principle can’t immediately be 
achieved, there needs to be a plan to get it 
achieved.

Met All principles met for the year.

As at 30 April 2021, the Club had a balance of $1.148M 
in the Investment Fund with a further $370k cash in 
the bank. The Club continues to accumulate and invest 
funds to either finance major refurbishments, and / 
or possibly rebuild our premises at some time in the 
future. No further refurbishments occurred during 
the year and new member joining fees of $109K were 

transferred to the Investment Fund.

The Club’s portfolio has recovered following the impact 
of COVID-19. The portfolio value increase by +$166,839 
(after fees) over the 12 months ended 30 April 2021, 
which equates to a return of 20.0%1. 

Opening Market Value - 30 April 2020 $872,560

Cash Contributions $109,000

Cash Withdrawals 

Portfolio Movement $166,839

Closing Market Value - 30 April 2021  $1,148,339 
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The investment return includes realised and unrealised capital gains and income on investments. 

The return on the portfolio compares to a total return on the Australian sharemarket of 30.8% for the year to 30 
April 2021 and 20.7%2 for the Vanguard Growth Index Fund (Wholesale) as shown in the table below.

The portfolio has slightly underperformed the Vanguard 
Growth Index over the six months ending 30 April 2021 
impacted by the underperformance of the Magellan 
Global Fund. The Fund was impacted by the high levels 
of cash held, which was predominantly in US dollars 
and the strength in the Australia dollar negatively 
impacted performance.
 
The portfolio has underperformed the S&P/ASX 
200 Accumulation Index, which increased by 30.8% 
over the 12 month period, as the portfolio was 68% 
invested in growth assets compared to the S&P/ASX 200 
Accumulation Index which is 100% invested in growth 
assets.
 
The portfolio was 68% invested in growth assets and 
32% defensive assets which is slightly below the long 
term target of 70% invested in growth assets.
 
The Club’s investments are in Australian and 
International shares, whilst the defensive investments 
are in cash, term deposits and high yield corporate 
bonds. The portfolio has a manageable nine 
investments.

1 This figure reflects the internal rate of return of the portfolio, which consists of movements in investment values and accrued income for the year, net of all 
administration and advice fees. 
2 Source: Vanguard Growth Index Fund - Performance 30 April 2020. 

We would like to thank:

 » Graham Brown for his valuable contribution this year 
– he has been an enormous support to all aspects of 
the Club;

 » the management and staff of our Fund Managers, 
Apt and our Auditors Grant Thornton for their 
professionalism and dedication; 

 » the members of the Finance Committee for their 
contribution to the strong financial position of the 
Club.

PERFORMANCE FOR THE PERIOD ENDING 30 
APRIL 2021 3 MONTHS 6 MONTHS 1 YEAR

Portfolio (after fees)1 5.0% 12.1% 20.0%

Vanguard Growth Index 5.5% 13.4% 20.7%

S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index 7.5% 20.3% 30.8%

RBA Cash Rate + 3% 0.8% 1.6% 3.2%

STEPHEN RYAN
FINANCE COMMITTEE 

CONVENOR

DAVID HOSKING
HON. TREASURER

FINANCE & INVESTMENT //
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It’s been a year of uncertainty, and times such as 
these can make us more appreciative of what we 

have.  Sport plays a prominent role in lifting one’s 
energy and spirits. So, for me the daily ritual of 
swimming and the friendships I experience during 
this part of my day are most valued. Whether it is a 
chat out at the buoy, a yarn in the showers, or being 
offered a home baked treat to enjoy with my morning 
coffee, there is always a person around to put a smile 
of my face.

The Captain’s Dinner this year was held at the Kirribilli 
Club. After many months of restricted living, the 
committee was challenged with how to entertain our 
members, without standing up, dancing or singing. It 
was decided we all miss travelling so much that the 
theme “Come Fly With Me” was chosen and, from then 
on, the ideas kept flowing as the theme was embraced. 
Members who attended chose a travel destination and 
dressed accordingly; from Mexico to Switzerland, we 
covered the globe. Captain Traicha and Vice-Captain 
Jimmy began the evening with inflight announcements 
to set the scene. We were entertained by “Leave it to the 
Diva”- who performed Skyqueenz with more sparkle 
and tassels than most club members had seen for quite 
a while. I did overhear one member say, “Best Captains 
Dinner ever!”. Special thanks to the committee, chaired 
by Jenny Hole and her team, James Arnold, Jeanette 
Adams, Heather Curd, Merille McAllan, and to James 
Marshall who finished the evening with a singalong.

I would like to extend a shout out to our club Caterer 
Ben Carden and team, who have had a tricky year 
navigating all the stops and starts and the constantly 
changing rules enforced by NSW Government. During 
this period, Ben has adapted and modified hosting Club 
events, offering an enticing takeaway service which is 
advertised weekly in “BBC Update”, and until we went 
back into lockdown at the end of June, continued to 
serve members breakfast on Saturday and Sundays, 
allowed us to resume our normal routines.

As UOC Convenor, I love being approached by members 
with creative ideas. This year, we had a Movie Night 
event at the Orpheum, hosted by Anthony Jackson; 
members enjoyed the screening of the documentary 
film “Descent’ which was awarded Best Australian 
Documentary at the Sydney Film Festival.  Furthermore, 
this year we introduced 2 new Special Interest Groups, 
Art Class convened by Jan Deane and Pilates convened 

by Jackie Bourn. We have the most amazing space 
available to members and it is wonderful to see it being 
used. So, I encourage you to sign up and enjoy these new 
activities. 

Five years has flown past and it’s time to hand over 
the baton to Liz Swinburn. I  would like to take this 
opportunity to thank the BBC Board and all the BBC 
members.  The experience this position has offered me 
has been invaluable.

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

The Club has a number of Special Interest Groups, catering 
to a diverse range of interests of members. These Groups 
are organised and run by the members, with one or more 
members acting as the Convenor of each Group. 

Book Club

Covid had a huge impact on the Book Club over 
the last twelve months. We continued to hold 

meetings on zoom until the club reopened in October, 
but we became a victim of or own success and had to 
make the reluctant decision not to accept any more 
members. 

We have met every month, either on zoom or a 
combination of both in house and zoom.

We have read a wide-ranging list of books with quite a 
few dealing with historical Australia, including A Room 
Made of Leaves by Kate Grenville. Other authors include 
Behrooz Bouchani (No Friend But the Mountains), Min 
Jun Lee (Pachinko), Isobel Allende (A Long Petal of the 
Sea), Douglas Stewart (Shuggie Bain), Danial James 
Brown (The Boys in the Boat), Heather Rose (Bruny), 
Emma Donaghue (The Pull of the stars), Vivian Tham 
(The coconut Children), K M Kruimink (A Treacherous 
Country) and Pip Williams (The Dictionary of Lost 
Words).

Thanks to all the presenters who made our reading 
experience so enriched and put in a great effort 
to introduce their book selections. This makes for 
interesting and widespread discussion.
Jan Davies and Jenny Hole
CONVENORS
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USE OF CLUB //

In April we explored the lives of two of our high-
powered women members, both CEOs & “B” team 
members, namely Julie Coates and Alison Watkins, to 
understand how they reached their dizzy heights in the 
‘corporate world’.

Finally, in May Professor Dominic Dwyer, the Australian 
representative on the international World Health 
Organization’s (WHO) investigation into the origins of 
the Covid-19 virus, presented some of his findings and 
adventures whilst in Wuhan earlier this year. 

Always keep an eye out for the agenda and presentation 
information on the club’s website.  Please contact 
convenor Clive Mancey if you have a story ‘up your 
sleeve’.  
Clive Mancey
CONVENOR

Yoga

Yoga and Stretch classes continue to grow, this year 
we have added another day to our schedule to 

meet demand. Our team of teachers continue to inspire 
our members offering classes that strengthen your body 
and cleanse the soul.

Bridge

Tuesday Bridge sessions were put on hold for many 
months as all the Club’s activities were affected by 

the restrictions imposed by the Covid 19 pandemic.

Finally, we were able to begin again on 27th April, 2021 
although still subject to limitations as the Club adhered 
to continuing regulations.  

We were limited to 7 tables rather than our usual 10 – i.e. 
28 players not 40.

 We were fortunate that our usual Supervisor Derrick 
Browne from Trumps Bridge Centre was still available, 
and we started again with a very happy group.

Our spirits were dashed when we had to cancel our 
second week after another health alert, but all has gone 
well since then.

Although everyone has been pleased with a sense of life 
returning to normal, we are looking forward to the time 
when we can get back to our old `normal’ with a full 
complement of 40 players and our usual more boisterous 
crowd.
Jenny Bray
TUESDAY CONVENOR

There was no bridge played at the Club from March 
last year, with many members playing online 

bridge throughout the year and into this year. In April 
we returned to the Club to play face to face with all the 
appropriate safety protocols in place, a tentative start 
but everything is going well and in May we  had our first 
Sunday Bridge lunch to celebrate our return to Bridge at 
the Club, many thanks to Ben.
John Mather
WEDNESDAY CONVENOR

Storytellers

Due to the Covid restrictions meeting continued 
as a combination of ‘Try Booking’ and Zoom 

meetings. 

In July 2020, Therese Spruhan spoke about her book 
“The Memory Pool”, followed in August by Chris 
Borough, author of “The Light That Did Not Shine”. 

September’s topic was the Sydney Olympics 2000.  With 
masterful planning, Storytellers coincided exactly to 
the date twenty years ago of the Opening Ceremony in 
2000.

March 2021 was a very interactive meeting with 
everyone having their ‘5 minutes of fame’ as they spoke 
about their first jobs. 

WOMEN’S SHOWERS COVID-19 STYLE

KAREN PANARETTO 
USE OF CLUB CONVENOR
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This year we welcomed 64 new senior members over 
the 2 induction evenings conducted in September 

and October 2020. 

As was standard practice in 2020, the induction meetings 
were conducted via Zoom.  These proved extremely 
successful and allowed greater flexibility for the 
new inductees.  Many thanks to Clive Mancey for his 
organisation.

As at July 2021 our membership base is as follows:

The Membership Committee has implemented a more 
in-depth screening process for nominees, prior to 
recommending the nominees to the Board. We thank all 
nominators for providing insightful and comprehensive 
detail about new members they propose.  The diversity 
of members who are nominated is extremely healthy for 
the Club today and into the future.

Prior to the COVID pandemic, the Membership 
Committee decided to implement a ‘buddy’ system to 
ensure new members had a greater network of existing 
members they could call on, should the need arise.  It 
has been evident that the nominator and seconder may 
not always be swimmers/runners or Bridge players, 
or have the necessary information a new member 
requires, and we all know how daunting it can be 
to turn up for your first Sunday swim with over 130 
existing members.

This has been extremely successful and even more so 
with the new regulations that were put in place due to 

COVID.  The Membership Committee ‘buddies’ were 
able to take the new members through the Club and 
explain the changed operating procedures.  We hope 
all new members have been welcomed and have a 
wider network of contacts within in the Club due to this 
initiative.

Graham Brown, in his administration role, has been 
invaluable and we offer him many thanks.

As always, I would like to thank the wonderful 
Committee members who always provide insightful 
guidance and have been fabulous mentors to the new 
members this year:-  Clive Mancey, Meredith Aveling, 
Rachel Orpin, Sharna Hinchliff and Duncan Adams.  

I would also like to give special thanks to Julie Coates 
for her guidance and representation of the membership 
committee to the Board.

MEMBER TYPE NO. OF MEMBERS

Honorary 15

Junior 175

Senior 1948

Young Adult 72

TOTAL 2210

JEANETTE ADAMS
MEMBERSHIP 

COMMITTEE CONVENOR

JULIE COATES
BOARD

REPRESENTATIVE
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After a 12-month hiatus, we were finally able to 
proceed with Presentation Day and award Tony 

Smuts with the much-deserved ‘Club Member of the Year 
Award’ for 2021.

Tony joined the BBC in 2005, having been proposed by 
Erik Mather and seconded by Linda Mather. An esteemed 
recommendation from the outset. From the start, Tony 
immersed himself in the Club, both as a participant and a 
volunteer.
Members will certainly know Tony for his role as the 
Sunday points score handicapper, since 2011. With a 
background in data analysis, Tony has significantly 
enhanced the handicapping capability – most of which is 
unseen by competing members. As a regular swimmer, 
anecdotally speaking, the post-race ‘competitor noise’ 
regarding Sunday handicaps has been dramatically 
reduced.

However, Tony has been involved in a number of areas:

 » Assisting the Balmoral Swim for Cancer, since 2006, with 
set up/ take down duties as well as helping the Starter.

 » Assisting in the initial organisation of the Wednesday 
night Bridge competition in 2007 which required, 
among other things, working out the results for the 
competition and being the tournament director. In 2011 
he researched and helped to implement the Bridge 
scoring system now used by the Club.

 » Being a valuable contributor to the IT Committee, which 
is currently working on streamlining new processes 
and reviewing on-going issues with system renewal, 
including the swimming system.

 » Assisting with the Summer of Fun wine tasting, 
including set-up and wine pouring for every year this 
event has been held.

 » And of course, his diligence as Sunday handicapper 
since 2011….

However, Handicapper must be the most challenging 
role at the Club.  Other than, perhaps, the first 4 place 
getters, the remaining 100+ competitors are typically 
disappointed.  The handicapper gets criticised week in, 
week out and must manage all challenges by swimmers.  
As Tony pointed out on receiving his award, he knows the 
health issues of all swimmers, that may lead to warranting 
(or haggling for) a better handicap.  At the same time, due 
to a conflict of interest, the handicapper cannot compete 
for points/wine or trophies.

In 2010 Tony provided assistance to the previous Sunday 
handicapper, Peter Ridout.  Given Peter’s declining health, 
Tony’s assistance appeared to provide longevity to Peter’s 
time as handicapper.

Tony has selflessly shared his handicapping knowledge, to 
train others including John Hibbett, Charm Frend (Charm 
500), Rosslyn Skinner (Masters) and the for the Saturday 
swims, myself.

Since his nomination in 2020, he has also taken the role of 
co-editor of the Franki Report Card along with Pip Coates.

Tony’s involvement is always low key, considered and 
intelligent, combined with execution without fuss.  These 
attributes are the backbone of any volunteer-driven 
organisation, such as the BBC.

We are very fortunate to have Tony as a member of our 
Club.

Given the generous, regular and long-standing 
contribution, Tony Smuts is a worthy recipient of the 2021 
BBC Club Member of the Year award and his efforts are 
appreciated by us all.

JEANETTE ADAMS
MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE CONVENOR
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The disruption of the COVID-19 pandemic provided 
a great theme for a photographic competition last 

year, with some wonderful photographs entered by 
Club members. Many of these were used in last year’s 
Annual Report and also provided the basis for a great 
display in the top room. The displays held this year 
were:

 » My-COVID photo competition
 » Captain’s dinner
 » Jack Cox winners

The task of cataloguing the photographs taken by the 
late Phil De Baun (between 1987-2006), started last 
year, continued on this year with weekly Zoom sessions 
organised to help identify the people in these photos. 
The back of this task has now been broken.

The task to transcribe the early handwritten minute 
books, started previously by Denise Elder, Rosslyn 
Skinner and Helen Ritchie continues. The baton for 
the task was taken on by Meredith Aveling and she has 
managed to complete the minute book from November 
1934 to July 1944, and has valiantly put up her hand for 
the next one as well.  I am amazed how she manages 
to read some of those minutes.  Luckily we have in the 
archives some scanned member registers for those 
particular years and they have helped her to decipher 
some of the names!

Photographs, documents and artefacts continue to be 
provided to the Club and I am very grateful that Club 
members continue to think of the Archives and provide 
this material. Remember, if in doubt don’t throw it 
out, pass it to the Archives and we can then make sure 
valuable information is not lost. 

Thanks to my sub-committee (Jon Attwater, Meredith 
Aveling, Denise Elder, and Yvonne FitzSimons) who 
continue to support the archives in the tasks we do. 
Thanks also to Janet Bagnall, Lynda Bartlett, Marty 
Filipowski and Ed Irwin, who provided a number of 
photos this year that have been used throughout the 
Annual Report, along with others from the Archives.
photographs, for the archives. 

50 & 100 Years Ago
I am always looking at opportunities where we can 
showcase the variety of information in the Archives to 
the membership so we have again included a section 
in the Annual report to provide a peek into life at the 
Club 50 years ago and 100 years ago. This year, we 
feature a summary of what happened in 1921 and the 
1971 Annual Report. As 1921 is the one year we do not 
have a copy of the annual report the information has 
been obtained by looking through the scanned (and 
transcribed) minute books. There are also some extracts 
from videos from 1971. These videos were the work of 
club members Barry Egan and Tony Edmonds, they can 
be viewed here.

JACKIE BOURN
ARCHIVES COMMITTEE CONVENOR

https://balmoralbeachclub.net.au/bbc-annual-report-2021/50-100-years-ago/
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CRAIG McGRORY
IT COMMITTEE CONVENOR

Whilst this year’s report was intended to highlight 
the future oriented IT strategy and ways 

emerging technology could better support the various 
aspects of the BBC activities, I would instead like to 
acknowledge the unsung heroes of the IT Committee 
who have worked tirelessly over the last year to 
ensure our members could enjoy the Clubs facilities in 
a COVID restricted world.

During the Club’s shutdown, modification to the 
security system and installation of additional security 
cameras to protect our facilities was undertaken 
rapidly and effectively; however, reopening of the 
Club to members was a clear priority of the Board.  
Accordingly, Jackie, Garry and Allan took up the 
challenge to upgrade our security system to enable the 
allocation of individual passcodes to all members as 
well as the registration of visitors in a way compliant 
with our external reporting obligations.  If the technical 
challenges were large, then the logistical challenges of 
getting us all allocated individual codes was enormous.

And then in January this year, just when we thought 
things were back to the new normal, the Club was 
struck by lightning, resulting in significant damage to 
our IT networks, infrastructure, and security system.  
Credit again to the team, as although this incident 
resulted in significant work as we upgraded equipment 
and our security system, our members experienced 
minimal disruption.

In parallel, Barry Feyder and Tony Smuts have led 
a working group looking at modernising our Swim 
System.  This system has been operational since 2003/4, 
and although it has served us well, significant effort is 
required by many volunteer convenors to run events, 
and the effort continues to grow with participant 
numbers.  The objective is to reduce convenor effort 
and the working group has been looking at alternatives 
to the “front-end” component of the Swim System, 
which includes the boards, name tags and barcode 
reader, timer machines, etc.  The alternatives being 
reviewed include technology used by many ocean 
swims, including the Balmoral Swim for Cancer, where 
a tag with a chip is worn on the ankle of the swimmer, 
and when the swimmer crosses a mat at the end of 
the event, data is captured for producing the results. 

We expect to complete our investigation by the end of 
winter.

The next year will bring a renewed focus on the IT 
strategy and ways technology can be better used to 
support the various aspects of the BBC, together with 
a new public website and migration to a new hosting 
provider.  

Again, special thanks to the IT Committee:  Jackie 
Bourn, Allan Bolton, Garry O’Sullivan, Barry Feyder; 
Lynda Bartlett and Alan McCartney.
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As I prepare this Facilities and Maintenance 
summary, I would like to thank Ross Boakes, 

Rob Johnson and other members for their support, 
guidance and friendly advice. They all look very 
relaxed, in the knowledge that I will be the one in 
serious trouble should the hot water heaters break 
down during a cold winter morning!

On a serious note, I have been given a valuable 
opportunity to play a small part in supporting the 
wellbeing, and sustainable future of the Balmoral 
Beach Club. It comes with a serious responsibility due 
to the uniqueness, and value to the community, of 
our Club. Ross, Rob and those before me have set up 
a fabulous group of tradespeople, service providers 
and contractors who all play an integral part in Club 
maintenance.

The Club’s waterfront location and support of over 2200 
members necessitates a large and ongoing amount of 
general maintenance works. These works often occur 
weekly, and cover a broad span of services: electrical, 
heating and plumbing, cleaning and equipment 
servicing, painting, repairs, gardening and security, 
building works, fixing noisy gates and trialling non-slip 
surface coatings, in between servicing the swimsuit 
spinners and organizing fire panel upgrades that don’t 
call out the fire brigade on false alarms! All part of a 
typical maintenance month.

I am sure to miss people, but our handman Andy, Brad 
the plumber, David the sparky and Lan who heads 
the cleaning crew, are brilliant with their support of 
the Club maintenance requirements. Geoff, who has 
cleaned the BBQ’s for years retired during 2021 and will 
be sorely missed. The people who apply preventative 
maintenance to the hot water heaters aren’t quite 
appreciated until winter starts. We also have fire 
services, security, locksmiths, greasetrap and other 
services that support us all.

Duncan McAllan, a dedicated and very green-fingered 
member-volunteer, keeps the garden healthy and 
looking great,

Major works which have been designed, costed and 
approved for completion in the third quarter of 2021 
include:

IAN PHILLIPPS
FACILITIES COMMITTEE CONVENOR

 » Upgrading the downstairs rear courtyard paving area

 » General painting, floor coating and re-oiling of 
wooden seats, showers, and bench areas

 » Painting and general repairs in the ground floor 
memorabilia room

 » Painting the flagpole

Still ahead: We will start work on plan to transition the 
Club to a more sustainable future around energy and 
water use. We will also look to an upgrade of the street-
side deck roofing. 

LADIES CHANGEROOM

MEN’S CHANGEROOM
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BBC Events (BBCE) was established in 2015 to 
manage the governance of the Club’s community-

facing activities. BBCE is regulated by the Australian 
Charities and Not-for-profits Commission (ACNC). 
The Board of BBCE provides risk oversight to the 
Operating Committees of the Balmoral Nippers, the 
Balmoral Swim for Cancer and the Erik Mather 2,4,6 
Swim for Melanoma. All activities were impacted by 
the constraints of COVID 19 in the past year, but were 
held in abridged form, due to the tremendous efforts 
of our volunteers. 

Here is rundown of what happened.

GREG MACKAY
CHAIR, BBC EVENTS

Nippers

Balmoral Nippers is actually the largest Nipper 
group in the county, so planning to stay within 

the Government’s COVID safety restrictions wasn’t 
comparable to others and hence was rather tricky 
to find a path through. Every time I thought we had 
found solid ground – it moved, prompting me to 

include the cartoon below in one newsletter update to 
the participants!

The main COVID restriction was no more than 500 
attending so the plan included not having any new 

participants this season, splitting the groups into two 
and removing Champs. An IT solution was developed 
which counted the children and parents, record 
attendance (for contact tracing) and have this count 
written on the board at the tent, which the council 
would inspect. Other areas of complexity included 
moving the clothing shop to online, creating a matrix 
of where children go to school (all 116 of them!), and 
finding 26 COVID-Marshalls. Once the plan was solid I 
was unexpectedly asked to a meeting with the Mayor 
and her reports where I was cross-examined on every 
element.. finally they ran out of questions and we 
received their blessing to proceed (in addition to other 
authoritive bodies)!

We started the season with just the Bronzies, as a 
light test of the plan, and then the full contingent the 
following week. We found glorious cloud-free skies, 
sparklingly clear water and perfect sand. Following a 
period of lockdown, then the State borders being closed 
there was clearly more joy than normal for people 
to be on the beach!  The guardians fully supported 
the restrictions we had placed upon them; the highly 
visible COVID Marshalls politely ensured separation 
compliance and the children remembered how much 
fun Nippers can be.

The end of last season had closures due to air and 
water quality concerns, plus seaweed and cold, but 
this season, despite having to navigate the COVID 
considerations, the natural elements were on our 
side every weekend! This of course meant that many 
families stayed following the end of the program and 

(Courtesy of XKCD.com)
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the beach turned into a very social and great place to 
be!

Another major change this season was the 
incorporation of a new element of Nippers, ‘Sharkies’. 
This is a modified program for children with special 
needs. We had 20 in Sharkies and the feedback from 
the parents was that it was an incredible experience for 
their children and a huge success. Many of the Sharkies 
have siblings in other age groups and it was lovely to 
see them all helping out. This coming season Dan and 
Al are excited to be running it again, and it’ll surely be 
even better!

Finally, Champs: sadly we were not able to run Champs 
due to a restriction of numbers on the beach, and 
using the entire time slot that the council allow us. This 
disappointed many children, but unfortunately could 
not be avoided. We expect to get back into it for the 
2021-22 season, so do dive in if you’re the competitive 
type!

See you on the beach!

BEN PYKE
NIPPERS
balmoralnippers.com

Erik Mather 2,4,6 km Swim for 
Melanoma

The Erik Mather 2,4,6 km Swim for Melanoma was 
postponed from the usual November program and 

held on Saturday 13th February 2021. A very different 
approach to holding the event was needed due to 
COVID.

COVID Plans were needed to be prepared and 
registered, COVID case numbers and changes to 
restrictions were constantly monitored, the registration 
process was entirely online and contactless on 
event day, volunteers were co-ordinated and briefed 
via Zoom…..all in the shadow of the ever present 
possibility that, at short notice, the event may not 
proceed.

The efforts of BBCE, numerous volunteers and 
supporters produced a seamlessly run event that 
received well deserved praise.

The heroes of the event were the army of volunteers 
– marshals, spotters, paddlers, set up and take down 
crews, photographers, registration marshals, bag 
security,  kayakers, COVID distanced umbrella holders 
and lifeguards – all expertly coordinated by the 

wonderful Jackie Bourn .  Heartfelt thanks to the 60 
or more helpers who made the swim an outstanding 
event.
The prospect of warmer water with the event being 
held in February was enticing. The water temperature 
held up its end of the bargain, but unfortunately for 
the army of COVID volunteers, the 90% chance of rain, 
best described at times as sheeting downpours, did 
eventuate. This flattened the water for the swimmers 
and left the volunteers also looking as though they had 
participated, fully dressed.

In the year of COVID, 183 people registered and 172 
participated in the swim. Of the swimmers 70% were 
Club Members and 30% were guests. This represented a 
modest increase in numbers from the prior 2019 event. 
The 2km event was most popular, with the 4km and 
6km distances each having 45 swimmers.

Echoing Erik’s legacy, the swim is about participation. 
Congratulations go out to all who entered, with 
particular mention of swimmers completing the 
distances for the first time and of the outstanding swim 
by young Oliver Spanton, who finished the 6km swim 
in 1:18:45. Magic to watch and a very cool 12min 46sec 
ahead of Damon Pal. Spectators are looking forward to 
the 2021/22 swim off!

The BBC was most pleased to welcome a strong 
contingent from the Melanoma Institute Australia (MIA). 
Matthew Browne, CEO of the MIA returned with his 
colleagues, the co-joint MIA Medical Directors Georgina 
Long and Richard Scolyer (who just also happen to be 
Australian representative triathletes), Director Sally 
Doherty, the MIA Head of Research and Kate Dunlop 
the inaugural recipient of the Erik Mather Melanoma 
Research Scholarship.

We were also fortunate to have the event captured by 
Channel 9 News and a story in the Sunday Telegraph.

The 2020/21 swim raised an incredible $51,140, 
comprising $18,140 in individual donations and 
generous grants from the First Foundation. All 
donations from the swim will continue to directly fund 
the Erik Mather PhD Scholarship program, established 
in 2019.

Thank you to the many generous supporters of the 
swim. Together we are continuing to help make a 
difference in the search for a cure for Melanoma.

BBC EVENTS //
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CCI MASCOT BLOCKY VISITS NIPPERS

ERIK MATHER 6K WAVE READY TO GOBENEFACTORS AWARD

Balmoral Swim for Cancer 

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic restrictions that 
necessitated cancellation in 2020, there was 

doubt that the 2021 event would be able to be held.   
Some constructive brainstorming by the committee 
developed a format for the events of the Balmoral 
Swim within the restrictions.  It enabled all events 
to proceed and again raise funds for the Children’s 
Cancer Institute’s ZERO CANCER PROGRAM.

The events held over three weekends were not without 
their challenges. The Balmoral Relay Challenge 
was held in torrential rain; however all teams still 
participated.  Both the subsequent Schools Challenge 
Relay and then the Main 1km, 2km and 5km events were 
rescheduled due to bad weather and poor water quality. 
However, the delayed starts provided ideal conditions, 
showing Balmoral at it sparkling best.  We thank all 
the committee members (Jeanette Adams, Tony Arena, 
Charlie Davey, David Hosking, Craig McGrory, Cathy 
Mackay, Greg Mackay, Karen Panaretto, Gareth Mann) 
and volunteers for their flexibility and huge efforts 
to plan, reschedule and successfully execute all the 
events. Mosman Council also gave good and flexible 

support, for which we are very grateful.
With a reduced limit of 450 competitors, registration 
for the 1km, 2km and 5km filled very quickly. A record 
8 schools with 111 teams registered in the Schools 
Challenge Relay, raising over $55K. The Balmoral 
Challenge was also well supported with 26 teams 
raising $39K. A team from HMAS Penguin was the 
fastest, claiming the HMAS Penguin Shield.
Even with the restrictions and disruptions, the funds 
raised for the Children’s Cancer Institute’s (CCI) from 
entry fees and donations was an amazing $162,882. We 
thank our sponsors (Gold: Audi Centre Mosman, Dexus 
and URM , Silver: Jeckra, Medlab, Bronze : Edney Ryan, 
Expedite and Goodman) for their continued support 
which covered all the operational costs.        

Based on the positive feedback, there will be some 
further changes to the format next year. In 2022 the 
main events will be held on Sunday April 3, 2022.  The 
relay event date will be confirmed later.  To help in the 
planning or become a sponsor, please do not hesitate to 
contact us.

PETER ELLIS - EVENT DIRECTOR &  
JACKIE BOURN - EVENT CO-ORDINATOR

BBC EVENTS //
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Vale

ROBERT BAGNALL OAM

Club Member from September 1956 until 24th July 2021

Life Member since 2013

Rob Bagnall OAM, passed away on 24th July, with his 
close family by his side, after a long battle with pulmonary 
fibrosis. One of the Beach Club’s finest, Rob was 71.

Rob’s contribution to the Club cannot be overstated.

He was Club Captain from 1975 to 1979

He was overall Club Champion 9 times – a Club record.

He was Club President from 1986 to 1989

Rob was a member of the Club Committee for a total of 
33 years, during which time he worked tirelessly to secure 
and promote the vision and values of the Club. His warm 
smile and gentle, welcoming manner personified the ethos 
of the Club.

Rob campaigned tirelessly for many causes, from refugees 
to local community issues. For him, there was no such 
thing as a hopeless case. In January 2021, Rob was 
recognized for his ongoing and wide-ranging contribution 
to the community, through the award of the Medal of the 
Order of Australia.
 
Rob has left a true legacy and his extraordinary 
commitment and contribution to the Club will be well 
remembered.

We extend our deepest sympathy to Rob’s wife Janet, to 
his daughters Emma and Mary, to his brother John, our 
Club Patron, and to John’s wife Eve, as well as to all Rob’s 
family members. 

WILLIAM (BILL) FRIEND

Bill Friend passed away on 8th November 2020, having 
spent the last 5 years as a resident of Landsdowne 
Gardens. Bill joined the Club in 1969 and was elected Life 
Member in 2013. In his early years as a member, he swam 
with the 5.30 group and in the weekend races. When the 
races started becoming too long, he found other ways to 
participate in Club affairs.

Bill assisted Cedric Cullen in running the Sunday races, 
and soon became indispensable as Cedric’s “eyes”. (Cedric 
suffered from cataracts, making swimmer identification 
difficult). Bill subsequently became part of race fabric at 
the Club as (variously) starter, finisher and judge for both 
Saturdays and Sundays. Even as the races grew larger, he 
took pride in being able to call the names of all finishers. 

Bill devoted much of his time to his alma mater, The King’s 
School, and served on the school committee from the mid 
1960s, before becoming chairman in the seventies. He was 
also involved in Outward Bound and would sometimes 
miss his weekend duties at the Club because of school or 
Outward Bound commitments.

We extend our condolences to Bill’s  brother Alan and 
sister Joan.

VALE //
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JOHN GILLESPIE

John Gillespie passed away on Wednesday 18th August 2021, after fighting a determined battle with a second onset 
of myeloid leukemia. John was 69.

John’s working life was devoted to the family business, Gillespie Cranes, from which he retired as Managing 
Director, in 2019.

Swimming was always a sport John enjoyed enormously. At St. Aloysius, he excelled as a member of the college 
swimming team. John returned to swimming at the Spit Swimming Club in 1990 and then joined the Beach Club 
in 1995. At the BBC, John was one of the back markers and won many trophies. The most pleasing wins were the 
Jack Cox Trophy in 1996 and then again in 2009 - two Jack Cox wins is a feat not often achieved. There was an 
unsubstantiated rumour that a new pacemaker played a part in John’s second win!

John’s life might be summarised in three words: family, friendships, and sport. A true “man for others”, John is 
survived by his wife, Helen and their children and partners, Stephen & Charlotte, Carla & Joey and Tom & Natalie, 
as well as his mother, Betty and siblings Karen, Susan, Peter, Robert and David.

JOANNA HARROP

Joanna Harrop, a member for more than 30 years, passed away on 4th November 2020, aged 80. Joanna had not 
swum in races for a while, but loved her ocean swims. Joanna enjoyed breakfast at the Club and introduced her 
whole family as members. She enjoyed having family picnics in the Club. She is survived by her husband David, 
sister Jane and children Simon, Georgina and Ben. 
 
HILARIE LINDSAY MBE OAM

Hilarie Lindsay MBE OAM PhD passed away on the 5th May 2021, aged 99. Hilarie joined the Club in 1979 and  was a 
regular attendee and contributor at Storytellers.
 
Both a prominent writer and successful manufacturer of toys, Hilarie was also an advocate for women’s rights. She 
was a former president of both the Society of Women Writers (Australia) and the Toys and Games Manufacturers’ 
Association of Australia.

Hilarie began writing as a child and was first published in 1966, after she won the Henry Lawson Festival of Arts 
award for Short Story of the Year, an award she also won the following year. In the 1980s, she embarked on tertiary 
education at Deakin University. In 2006, Hilarie was awarded the Medal of the Order of Australia for service to 
literature.

Hilarie was the sister of the late Dallas Dyson and daughter of the late Arthur Dyson, both Life Members. She is 
survived by her children Christine, Una, Philippa and Andrew.
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PETER MACCORMICK WAITING TO START

MASTERS WINNERS SUNDAY POINTSCORE WINNERS

THE MORATH FAMILY READY FOR THE  
JACK COX RACE

MARTIN MCROBERT AND CHARLIE DAVEY SIGN IN 
ON FIRST DAY OF CLUB REOPENING

GERRY ELKAN ON DUTY AT THE  
END OF THE RACE

JOHN FITZHARDINGE AND EVE BAGNALL WATCH 
THE START OF THE JACK COX

ATHOL ROBERTSON PLAYS THE PIPES  
FOR THE JACK COX TROPHY RACE
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ARTIST GROUP

SANDIE ROGERS (LEFT) WINNER
 OF CHARM 500 OLIVER DAVEY WITH ALL HIS TROPHIES

THE ORGANISERS OF THE CAPTAINS 
DINNERCOX RACE

JACK COX WINNERS

TONY MOORE CHRIS BOLGER TROPHY 
WINNER

IAN SUTHERLAND (LEFT) WINNER OF PAUL BLAKE 
MOST IMPROVED TROPHY WITH HANDICAPPER

STEVE LAMY (RIGHT) JACK DEMPSEY TROPHY 
WINNERTHE JACK COX TROPHY RACE
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